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GREAT MYSTERIES OF LIFE AND SOUND
Sound is everything, it is both the visible and invisible, audible and inaudible.
Life is the alchemy of frequencies – the resonance of all (sonic endowments).
The workshops and courses of the Veduna School help to identify
and solve the causes of our problems and difficulties, the
consequences of destructive thoughts and emotions. They offer
tools for the elimination of imbalance and pain in our lives.
Through initiations, intensive courses, the exceptional (cosmic)
light-sound surgery and the light-sound codes of cosmic
resonance, participants activate (self-)harmonisation and (self)healing, and awaken their dormant abilities. They restore their
awakened wholeness. This is in fact the very essence of our life's
seeking. Mira Omerzel - Mirit, whose PhD is in ethnomusicological
sciences, is a musician, energy-sound therapist, spiritual teacher,
medium, writer and keeper of the ancient wisdom and knowledge.
She has been researching these topics for almost 50 years. Mirit is a
pioneer in the exploration of the dimensions and power of sound, and
of the forgotten spiritual wisdom of different civilisations, especially
Slavic. She is the founder of the Veduna School and the Vedun
Ensemble (previously Trutamora Slovenica). Her son, Tine
Omerzel Terlep, an engineering graduate and sound therapistmedium, continues her work. The members of the Vedun Ensemble
work with their voices and with unusual, mostly forgotten
instruments of various spiritual traditions of the world. By
channelling life energy, they harmonise people and the world during their courses and concerts, as well as
through their CD albums.
1. COSMIC ENERGY-SOUND SURGERY (1st,
2nd and 4th Thursdays in the month) / The
exceptional, globally rare cosmic sound-energy
surgery is performed by the mediums Dr Mira
Omerzel - Mirit and Tine Omerzel Terlep, MEng
(with the help of the Vedun Ensemble). Mirit and Tine
are mediums for the transmission of Universal Life
Energy into the material world. They channel gifts
of frequency-sound vibrations which people need for
their balance. They draw them from the Source of
Life, from the Universal Intelligence, or the so called
“cosmic soup” – the symphony of frequencies. Now
also with the help of the ancient Slavic trojak, a
transformer of energy. Surgery is carried out at all levels of body and spirit. It dissolves emotional-mental
blockages and, as a consequence, puts our physical body into harmony. It eliminates the destructive effects of
stress and anxiety and accelerates our spiritual growth, enabling the reception of clear thoughts, insights and
visions that are necessary for our daily life. It is recommended that you take part in at least four consecutive
surgeries.
2. COURSES / INTENSIVOS (every 2nd Saturday in the month) Spiritual wisdom of the Slavs, ancient
Slovenes and other cultures / This cycle of courses is an initiation journey across the 9 levels of consciousness,
reality and of the power of transformation. The knowledge and practice of the ancient wisdom (of Native

Americans, Siberians, Hawaiians, Tibetans, Australian Aborigines, Egyptians, Greeks, Celts, Slavs, Indians,
Brazilians, Filipinos, Balinese people etc.) unveils an awareness of the laws of life and existence, and offers
effective ways of restoring balance, peace and abundance. A special emphasis is put on the Slovene and
Slavic spiritual heritages, on the forgotten and overlooked, yet miraculous Mysteries of life of the past – for
the future. Every year, Mirit and the Ensemble hold a renewal retreat in the mountains and a ten day dry fast by
the sea.
3. VEDUNA COSMIC RESONANCE (Dates for are
published separately.) / This is a multi-level and multi-year
cycle (4 basic and 12 advanced levels, or initiations). It is a
cycle for attuning our physical and etheric bodies and
consciousness, or soul, to the Source of life (by means of
light-sound keys, or codes). Resonance enables us to become
aware and to solve our problems quickly, it brings beneficial
all-connectedness and the transmission of the harmonising
(healing) life energy, which is needed to restore our own
harmony. Participants receive ‘tools’ with which to work on
themselves and help others.
4. VEDUNA COSMIC AND GALACTIC INITIATIONS (Every Friday following the third Thursday in
the month) / Initiations bring into people's lives beneficial frequencies – energies and vibrations, which people
need for balance, self-awareness and joy. We are usually unable to attain these vibrational qualities by
ourselves. Mirit and Tine channel the planetary and stellar frequency-sound waves of the Pleaides, Orion,
Galactic Centre, Sirius, Kryon, Gemini, Draco, Ophiuchus, Cygnus, Vega, Arcturus, Ursa Major etc.
Cosmic and galactic initiations are, just like the cosmic sound-energy
surgery, a rarity in the world. They form a part of our spiritual
anatomy and complement the cosmic-Earth surgery.
5. CONCERTS AND CDS OF THE VEDUN ENSEMBLE / They
are artistic-therapeutic creations and distinct rituals. Their soundenergy yarn (channelled in a shamanic semi-trance) creates a special
experience. The Ensemble’s pioneer work returns to music its
sacredness and is rare in the world. The musician-therapists bestow
upon the audience harmonising sound images and keys, harmonies
and rhythms for calming down, which relaxes deeply and expands
our consciousness. Their concerts and audio-visual creations feature
rich explanations and Mirit’s interpretations of the sound images
(booklets in Slovene and English are included).
6. BOOKS BY DR MIRA OMERZEL - MIRIT (the Cosmic
Telepathy series, Sound Images of the Awakened Love, Journey to the Summit of the Sacred Mountain,
Elfin Thread of the Sound Yarn etc.) / In her books, Mirit reveals wisdom beyond thought and audible
sound, the knowledge of the past for the future. She uses words to explain the long forgotten knowledge of
different cultures, she speaks of the laws of life and survival and of the essence of sound. She also describes the
experiences and trials of her spiritual journey, as well as her important and valuable experiences among wise
healers, priests and shamans of different peoples. In her stories, fairy tales and spiritual messages put into
poems (including oracle poems), the reader is
guided through the Great Mysteries of Life in an
artistic and metaphoric manner. In all her books,
mostly channelled according a cosmic dictation, the
author provides food for thought concerning the
wisdom of the past.

BRING WHITE CLOTHING, A MAT AND A
BLANKET TO THE SESSIONS.
www.veduna.com; www.youtube/user/katedraVeduna;
www.facebook.com/katedraVeduna;
www.vedun.si; www.facebook.com/ansambelVedun;

